
Open source distributed derivatives market and 
D-API built on Ethereum



Team
Velocity is a BitAccess project. 

Founded in 2013. 
Backed by YCombinator (S-14).
9 member team
Venture backed company, based out of Ottawa, Canada.



Addressable Market
-Financial derivatives are everywhere.

- Helps businesses segregate risks and do way with risks that are not core to their business.

- Functions as a tool used to hedge, speculate and leverage an investor's positions.

-Financial OTC derivative markets are a $16 trillion USD market*.

-Today crypto-based derivatives are a growing space with over $50 million USD 
notional value on Bitfinex alone. However, they are confined to centralized 
exchanges.

*Gross market value of outstanding derivatives markets http://www.bis.org/publ/otc_hy1511.pdf



Why Distributed Derivatives?

-No central operator 

- Immune to the risk of central counterparty getting hacked

- Lower infrastructure costs → Lower operational costs

-Accessibility 

- Machine accessible - Other DApps and smart contract can 
programmatically access the market (decentralized API)

-Global markets

- Open to everyone globally



Derivative contracts
- Example derivative: Collared call options



Technology Problems Velocity Addresses 



Real time* Data Oracles (RDOs)

- Distributed real time oracle

- Our oracle software records the price of any given price feed every block 
onto the ethereum blockchain.

- https://github.com/VelocityMarket/pricegeth

- Validity of data: VEL tokens are locked up in a contract as collateral by 
oracles. (comparable to POS).

https://github.com/VelocityMarket/pricegeth
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Decentralized order books
- Cost of maintaining a decentralized orderbook is costly. 

- In centralized exchanges placing, modifying and canceling an order carries no cost.

- For a derivatives markets traders need to continuously modify orders as the 
price of the underlying asset changes

Solution
- Mempool like orderbook. (using state channels).

- Users sign orders which are held off-chain.

- Orders are presented onto the chain only when they are to be executed.



Liquidity
- Market makers help keep spreads on order books tight. This increases the 

efficiency of a market.

- Market makers are incentivized to hold orders using a VEL injection model. 

- New VEL tokens are generated every block distributed to market makers in 
accordance to the amount held, the length, and the spread of the order book.

*The details of the amount of tokens generated are still being worked on



Demo Time… 

- Collared call options with 1 minute expirations

- http://demo.velocity.technology
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Questions ?

Website: http://velocity.technology/

Whitepaper: http://velocity.technology/

Twitter: @velocitymarkets

Slack: https://velocitymarkets.slack.com/

Vignesh Sundaresan: @vigsun

Daniel Cawrey: @danielcawrey
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